Partitioning of pulmonary resistance during constriction in the dog: effects of volume history.
We assessed the relative changes in airways and lung tissue with bronchoconstriction, and the changes in each during and following a deep inhalation (DI). We partitioned pulmonary resistance (RL) into airway (Raw) and tissue (Vtis) components using alveolar capsules in 10 anesthetized, paralyzed, and open-chested dogs ventilated sinusoidally with 350-ml breaths at 1 Hz. We made measurements before and during bronchoconstriction induced by vagal stimulation or inhalation of histamine or prostaglandin F2 alpha (PGF2 alpha), each of which decreased dynamic compliance by approximately 40%. With histamine and PGF2 alpha the rise in RL was predominantly due to Vtis. With vagal stimulation there was a relatively greater increase in Raw than Vtis. At higher lung volumes, Vtis increases offset falls in Raw, producing higher RL at these volumes before and during constriction with PGF2 alpha and histamine. During constriction with vagal stimulation, the fall in Raw with inflation overrode the rise in Vtis, resulting in a lower RL at the higher compared with the lower lung volume. The changes seen after a DI in the control and constricted states were due to alterations in tissue properties, both viscous and elastic. However, the relative hysteresis of the airways and parenchyma were equal, since Raw, our index of airway size, was unchanged after a DI.